NEW VALLEY PRIMARY SCHOOL

REMOTE LEARNING
THURSDAY 5 TH FEBRUARY
Year 5

Beech Class
Week Beginning 1/2/2020
Work should be photographed or scanned and returned to
me at beech@newvalleyprimary.com .

Beech Class
Recommended Daily Timetable

Click me to get a
great tune to start
the day!
We start with
Home by Edward &
the Magnetic Zeros

9.00-9.30 9.3010.00

10.00-10.30

10.3011.00

11.0012.00

12.00-1.00

1.00-1.30

1.30-2.00

2.00-3.00

Wider
Walk/
curriculum Exercise

Call with
Miss
Swainson/
Spellings

Call with
Miss
Swainson/
Spellings

English

Lunch and
Free Time

VIPERS

Music

Maths

Click on me to
login to TTRS.
Have you played
a new gig yet?

Login in using
your Charanga
password and
complete the
lesson set by Mr
Shepherd

Click on the word
Charanga or click
on the music
picture to take you
to the website.

Thursday
4/2/2020

Our video calls
English- We will be planning our diary entry using
and looking how to use Padlet.

Wider Curriculum

This week is Children’s Mental Health
Week and this year’s theme is ‘Express
Yourself’.
Today you are going to think about
how you feel and creating a mood
diagram.

Music
Mr Shepherd has created music lessons
especially for us, so we can have our music
lessons like usual on a Thursday afternoon!
Click this link to log on to Charanga (email
beech@newvalleyprimary.com if you don’t
know your login).
Session focus: Temp
In Charanga, click on ’Assignments’ and then
select ‘Week 4’ to start working your way
through this week’s lesson. Enjoy!

English

LO: To plan a diary entry in the role of a character.
Tomorrow you will be writing a diary entry in the role of
Sophie travelling to Paris. Today you are collecting ideas.
Activity 1Go onto the Padlet for today. For each part of the story, add
what Sophie would be feeling. Try to use a new adjective that
no one else has used. Don’t forget to leave your name.

Activity 2Bullet point each paragraph for a diary entry using the plan
and help. Click here for the plan.

Maths
LO: To find the area of rectangles.
Stuck? Need some ideas?
Look at our working wall
Please follow the links to the White Rose website to find today’s
for Maths. Click here
lesson.
Lesson Video Link
Lesson Activity Sheet online Link or click here for the Activity Sheet
Today’s answers

Rooftoppers
Finish Chapter 6
Activity 1

Stuck? Need some
ideas? Look at our
working wall for
VIPERS. Click here

Fill out the emotions of Sophie
throughout the journey from receiving
the letter to the boat ride to France.
Click here
Activity 2
Draw a picture with annotations of
what you think will happen next, now
they are in Paris.
Will disaster strike? Will they find her
mum? Will Sophie be parted from
Charles?
Click ‘Add
comment’ to
put your
answer in.
Remember to
put your name
too

Spellings
Click here to go to spellings

With our spellings for this week, write sentences
Using each word.

VIPERSROOFTOPPERS
WORKING WALL

Plot so
far…

Setting
Charles’ house
•
Messy
•
Not safe for a child
•
White
•
4 Hours away
•
Trees on the
outside

The SeaEnglish Channel
•
Boat sank
in the sea
•
Baby found
in a cello
case

We will write what has happened
so far together on our call.

Chapter 1: A boat is
found in the English
Channel sinking and a
baby is recued by a
man called Charles
Maxim.

Chapter 3: Sophie has
her birthday. Charles
takes her to a classical
music concert and
Sophie thinks its
boring.

Chapter 1: Charles takes
the baby home and calls
her Sophie. Miss Eliot then
arrives to take Sophie
away to the Childcare
agency but Charles says
she is his responsibility.

Chapter 3:
Sophie then hears a
cello and thinks it
sounds like a
thousand birds.

Charles Maxim
• 36 years old
• Tall
• Scholar
• Sophie’s ward
• Bookish,
generous,
awkward,
stubborn
• Loves Shakespeare
• unconventional
• Aristocratic face

Chapter 2:
It is Sophie’s 7th birthday.
She is trying to be perfect
at handstands. Miss Eliot
comes to the house to
check on Sophie and
disapproves of her
trousers and what Charles
is feeding her.

Chapter 2:
Miss Eliot says Sophie
can’t remember her
mother as she was
little and her mother is
not alive anymore.
Sophie does not
believe her.

Chapter 3:
Charles buys Sophie a
cello and she plays it
on the rooftop so she
won’t be disturbed.

Chapter 4:
Sophie painted her old
cello case red. Charles
and Sophie argued
that her mother did
play the cello. Every
night Sophie looked
for her mother.

Characters
Sophie
Strange, awkward,
bookish
• Ward of Charles
• Wants to wear trousers
• No parents- thinks her
mum is alive
• Thinks she remembers her
mum
• Likes to be perfect
• Shy smile
•

• Hair like lightning
• Sleeps on a wardrobe
• Drinks a gallon of milk
for breakfast

Chapter 3:
Charles buys Sophie a
boys shirt. Miss Eliot
disapproves. Miss Eliot is
worried Sophie doesn’t
know about being a lady.
Charles thinks she knows
the important things like
reading.

Miss Eliot

Works for the childcare
agency
•
Comes to check up on
Sophie
•
Doesn’t believe Sophie’s
mother is alive
•
Very serious
•
Worries for Sophie’s
welfare with Charles
•
Successful in her
profession
•
Slightly mean
•
Wants everyone to be
perfect and
conventional- a man
shouldn’t raise a child
and girls shouldn’t wear
trousers
•
Strict
•
Large and has grey hair
•

Courteous – Polite
Resolved – determined- decided
Bewildered – confused
Unintelligent- not very clever
Profoundly- greatly extremely
Improbable-not likely to happen
CLICK HERE TO GO BACK TO HOMEPAGE

VIPERSROOFTOPPERS
WORKING WALL
CONTINUED
Plot so far
continue…

Setting
Charles’ house
•
Messy
•
Not safe for a child
•
White
•
4 Hours away
•
Trees on the
outside

We will write what has happened
so far together on our call.

Chapter 5:
Sophie celebrates her 12th
birthday. Charles gives her
books.
They receive a letter on this
day to say they will be
inspected by the childcare
agency.

Chapter 6: Sophie and
Charles leave the
house with not many
possessions. They go
to the train station.
Sophie is upset.

Chapter 5:
Sophie and Charles go
round cleaning the
house. Sophie scrubs
herself.

Charles Maxim
• 36 years old
• Tall
• Scholar
• Sophie’s ward
• Bookish,
generous,
awkward,
stubborn
• Loves
Shakespeare
• unconventional
• Aristocratic face

Characters
Sophie
Strange, awkward,
bookish
• Ward of Charles
• Wants to wear trousers
• No parents- thinks her
mum is alive
• Thinks she remembers
her mum
• Likes to be perfect
• Shy smile

•

Hair like lightning
Sleeps on a wardrobe
• Drinks a gallon of
milk for breakfast
•

•

Chapter 5:

Chapter 5:

Two people come from
the agency and question
Sophie. They ask her
questions about learning
and school.
They aren’t kind and they
tell Sophie to be quiet.

Sophie and Charles
receive a letter from the
childcare agency telling
them that Sophie is going
to go to an orphanage. If
they don’t obey, Charles
will go to jail.

•

Matin Eliot
Works for the childcare
agency
• Doesn’t care about
Sophie (spells her
name wrong
deliberately?)
• Mean, rude, unkind,
unsympathetic and
unempathetic
• Related to Miss Eliot

Chapter 5:

Sophie finds a wooden
tag on the cello case. She
finds an address in Paris.
Charles and Sophie plan
to go to Paris to find her
mum.

Miss Eliot

Works for the
childcare agency
•
Comes to check up on
Sophie
•
Doesn’t believe
Sophie’s mother is
alive
•
Very serious
•
Worries for Sophie’s
welfare with Charles
•
Successful in her
profession
•
Slightly mean
•
Wants everyone to be
perfect and
conventional- a man
shouldn’t raise a child
and girls shouldn’t
wear trousers
•
Strict
•
Large and has grey
hair
•

Courteous – Polite
Resolved – determined- decided
Bewildered – confused
Unintelligent- not very clever
Profoundly- greatly extremely
Improbable-not likely to happen
CLICK HERE TO GO BACK TO HOMEPAGE

VIPERS- ACTIVITY

For each part of the story, decide
what emotion Sophie was feeling
at this time.

PLAN OF
DIARY ENTRY

You will be planning a diary entry as if you are Sophie travelling to Paris in
France.
Use the boxes to help you bullet point what you will say in each part of the
diary entry. I have started paragraph 1.

• Distraught at the thought of leaving Charles.
• Couldn’t understand why this was happening.
• Surprisingly I found a label on the cello case with a
Paris address.
• I was overjoyed that Charles agreed to leave to go to
Paris.
• How I long to find my mother!

MATHS WORKING WALL -PERIMETER AND
AREA
Finding the perimeter using a
grid
WINK
Perimeter = the length around a
closed 2D shape
WIND
Count how long each side of a
shape is.
Add those numbers together.

Perimeter of a rectilinear shapes

WINK
Rectangle
properties

WIND
Add the numbers twice as two sides are
the same e.g.
Side a x 2
Side b x 2
Link to the video

Our journey so far…
WINK- What I need to Know
WIND- What I need to Do

Area of a rectilinear Shape
WINK
Area= the amount of space taken
up by a 2d shape.

WIND
Multiply the height by the length
of the shape.

Link to the video

Link to the video

CLICK HERE TO GO BACK TO HOMEPAGE

Now you know the definition of each word,
pick 5 words and write a sentence for each
of them.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Why not have a go at one of these
indoor challenges?
How many can you complete this
week?

On going weekly
task!

This week is Children’s Mental Health Week and
this year’s theme is ‘Express Yourself’
Activity
Today you are going to think about how you feel.
Draw an outline of your head.
As you go through the day, see what emotions you go
through.
How much of the day do you feel that?
Create a colour code for your emotions.
Proportion how much of each day is spent with that
emotion e.g. if you are feeling energetic most of the
day then your head will be mostly the colour of
energetic.

Thursday

